For soft materials with Young's moduli below 100 kPa, quantifying mechanical and interfacial 5 properties by small scale indentation is challenging because in addition to adhesion and elasticity, 6 surface tension plays a critical role. Until now, microscale contact of very soft materials has only 7 been studied by static experiments under zero external loading. Here we introduce a combination 8 of the colloidal probe technique and confocal microscopy to characterize the force-indentation and 9 force-contact radius relationships during microindentation of soft silicones. We confirm that the 10 widespread Johnson-Kendall-Roberts theory must be extended to predict the mechanical contact 11 for soft materials. Typically a liquid component is found within very soft materials. With a simple 12 analytical model, we illustrate that accounting for this liquid surface tension can capture the contact 13 behavior. Our results highlight the importance of considering liquid that is often associated with 14 soft materials during small scale contact. 15 INTRODUCTION 16 Micro-and nanoscale contact between two solid bodies 17 is ubiquitous throughout nature as well as in manufac-18 turing, technology, and materials characterization. For 19 example, many climbing organisms generate small con-20 tact points with their counterpart surface, making small 21 scale contact mechanics important for the development of
FIG. 1. Measuring force, indentation and contact geometry of soft solid surfaces. (a) Schematic of a colloidal probe in contact with a soft solid surface. The relevant parameters of force F , contact radius a, indentation δ and the particle radius R are labeled. (b) A representative force-indentation curve measured by AFM indentation on PDMS with E bulk = 5 kPa and a maximum indentation depth δ ≈ 2.8 µm. (c) Corresponding cross-sectional images obtained by confocal microscopy of the labeled points on the force-indentation curve in part (b). The green dashed line represents the interface between solid and air, which is determined by measuring reflection at the surface ( Fig. S2 [35] ). The gray circle represents the spherical probe as a guide to the eye. (d) Confocal images of indentation on PDMS with E bulk = 400 kPa, illustrating the clear difference in contact deformation. Note that image III in (d) is not the maximum indentation but rather the same force as in (c) during retraction for comparison. The particle radius here is R = 6.5 µm. Scale bars: 5 µm.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

90
A. Measuring force, indentation and contact radius 91 For our experiments, a silica particle of radius R ≈ 92 4 − 6.5 µm is used to indent a PDMS elastomer. We FIG. 2. Contact radius as a function of indentation and force for different moduli. (a) Contact radius as a function of indentation depth (both normalized by the particle radius R = 6.5 µm), illustrating the rate at which a/R approaches unity for different moduli (5, 15, 40 and 400 kPa). (b) Normalized contact radius vs. normalized load, illustrating the rate at which a/R increases with force for different moduli. See Fig. S4 for force relaxation (Fig. 3 ).
152
In these experiments, the colloidal probe is indented 153 approximately 500 nm into the material and held for 15 154 minutes before being indented to the next step. The av-155 erage indentation rate is of the order δ/900s ∼1 nm/s. 
Note that the effective elastic modulus has been taken as contact radius and the force can be described as [44]:
However, as illustrated in Fig. 4d , this extension also 245 does not capture the force-indentation data. In partic-246 ular, our measured forces are consistently shifted in the 247 negative direction for softer materials (Fig. 4d and S6) .
248
In addition to the contact geometry, JKR theory assumes 249 that the material is linear elastic. In macroscopic me-250 chanical measurements, the 5 kPa material remains lin-251 ear up to 150% ( Fig. S1 [35] ). (Fig. 5a ).
296
A surface stress term arises from stretching of the solid 297 interface in the contact zone ( Fig. 5a ), as presented by F -a results ( Fig. 5c and 5d ). We note that without the 342 liquid surface tension term (i.e., only F JKR + F stretch ), 343 the experimental results do not fit well ( Fig. S8 [35] ).
344
To better interpret the effect of surface stress, we fit with JKR theory (Fig. 4c to Eq. 1 (Fig. 4a and 4b ). However, it does not yield ac- 
